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Abstract

Security in wireless ad hoc networks is hard to achieve due to the vulnerability of its links, limited physical protection, and the absence of a centralized management point. Consequently, novel approaches are necessary to address the security problem without sacrificing the essential properties of the wireless ad hoc network. Similar to other distributed systems, security in wireless ad hoc networks usually relies on the use of key management mechanisms. In this paper, we present a distributed public key authentication service to protect the network containing malicious and colluding nodes. Our solution was built on a clustering-based network model and a trust model. These models allow mobile hosts to monitor and rate each other with an authentication metric. We also propose a new system of public key certification in conjunction with a trust value update algorithm. Our authentication service is able to discover and isolate malicious and colluding nodes in the network. Finally, we perform security evaluation on the proposed solution. We simulate a network containing malicious nodes and measure a number of metrics with various security operations to demonstrate the effectiveness of our scheme.

1. Introduction

Wireless ad hoc networks are under rapid development due to the popularity of wireless devices. However, security has become a primary concern in order to provide protected communication between mobile nodes in a hostile environment [18]. Popular network authentication architectures include X.509 standard [1] and Kerberos [10]. Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) [3, 8] functions by following a web-of-trust authentication model. PGP uses digital signatures as its form of introduction [2]. Its distributed manner in certification is compatible with the characteristics of ad hoc networks. An approach similar to PGP for security in wireless ad hoc networks has been proposed by Kapkun et al. [9]. This introduces the idea of a trust graph and a method of finding a certificate chain from one user to another. However, it assumes that the users are honest and do not issue false certificates. In reality, a node may turn from trustworthy to malicious under a sudden attack. The ability to detect such misbehavior and the isolation of malicious nodes are important in public key authentication. In this paper, we provide a secure authentication service that can defend the network from malicious nodes.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 sets out formal definitions of the system architecture, the network model and the trust model. In Section 4, we present security operations for public key certification, identification and isolation of malicious and colluding nodes, and trust value update. Our solution is evaluated through simulation in Section 5. Finally, our conclusions are set out in Section 6.

2. Related Work

Several public key management protocols have been proposed for wireless mobile ad hoc networks. Zhou and Hass proposed a partially distributed certificate authority that makes use of a \((k, n)\) threshold scheme to distribute the services of the certificate authority to a set of specialized server nodes [22]. Another infrastructure called MOCA (Mobile Certificate Authority) distributes the CA (Certificate Authority) functionality over specially selected nodes based on the security and the physical characteristics of the nodes [20]. Furthermore, the fully-distributed certificate authority is proposed by Luo and Lu [11] extending the idea of the partially-distributed approach by distributing the certificate services to every node. Other solutions include the self-issued certificates proposed by Hubaux et al. [9]. In this approach, users issue certificates by themselves without

Our solution adopts a clustering-based network model. Amis et al. described a cluster formation approach such that a node is either a clusterhead or is at most $D$ hops away from a clusterhead [4]. A set of algorithms has been described to handle network dynamics and optimize the group organization [13]. We now propose a modified form of Max-Min $D$-Cluster Formation algorithm [4].

Authentication in ad hoc networks generally depends on a trust chain formed by trusted intermediaries. Different metrics have been proposed to evaluate the confidence afforded by the chain paths. Beth et al. proposed a metric that represents a set of trust relationships by means of a directed graph [5]. They introduced the idea that direct trust values differ from recommendation trust values. The metric proposed in PGP has three levels of trust: complete trust, marginal trust, and no trust [23]. Furthermore, Krukow and Twigg present a theoretical model for trust structures in large-scale distributed systems [12].

In this paper, we define a continuous trust value to represent the trustworthiness of a node in public key certification.

3. Architecture and Models

In this section, we describe the architecture, network model, and trust model of our authentication service for wireless ad hoc networks.

3.1 Architecture of our Authentication Service

The authentication service we propose aims at providing secure public key certification despite the presence of malicious nodes in the network [16, 17]. Figure 1 shows the architecture of our authentication service. There are totally 4 layers in this architecture altogether: mobile hosts, network model, trust model, and security operations. Wireless ad hoc networks contain a large number of mobile hosts, each with a transmission range that is small relative to the network size. We divide the network into different regions, and nodes in the same region form a cluster. A cluster is a connected sub-network usually having a small diameter. We define two kinds of trust relationship in the clustered network, namely the trust relationship of two nodes within the same cluster, and the trust relationship of two nodes in different groups. The security operations are performed on top of the lower layers. These operations, including public key certification, identification and isolation of malicious and colluding nodes, and trust value update, will be presented in Section 4.

3.2 The Network Model

Our clustering-based network model improves the network security by exploiting the monitoring power of individual nodes. However, each node is only capable of monitoring to its neighboring nodes. The monitoring is more efficient when nodes are clustered. In our design, we divide the network into different clusters with similar number of hosts in each of them. Nodes in the same cluster are assigned with a unique cluster ID. We adopt the Max-Min $D$-Cluster Formation algorithm [4] with some modifications. In the original approach, clusters are formed by diffusing the node ID along the wireless links. At the end of the algorithm, a node either becomes a clusterhead, or is at most $d$ wireless hops away from its clusterhead. Nodes with higher node ID usually have a higher chance of being a clusterhead. However, node ID actually does not have any special meaning in the protection of the network's security, so we use trust value, instead of node ID, to be the criteria in cluster formation. The clusterheads are usually found to have a high trust value in compared with its cluster members.

3.3 The Trust Model

Authentication in a network requires participation of trusted entities. Wireless ad hoc networks have no centralized server for trust and key management. In our trust model, any node can act as a certifying authority. That is to say, any node can sign the public key certificate of another node in the same cluster upon request. Also, any node can observe its cluster members through certain monitoring activities and give trust values to them. In our trust model, we define the trust value (which is the authentication metric) as a continuous value between 0.0 and 1.0. This authentication metric is assigned by a node to another in a subjective and localized way. A trust value $V_{i,j}$ represents the level of trust from node $i$ to node $j$. The higher the value, the more node $i$ trusts node $j$. In our network model, we present two types of trust relationships, namely direct trust relationship and recommendation trust relationship. The direct trust re-
ationship is the trust relationship between two nodes in the same cluster, while the recommendation trust relationship is the trust relationship between nodes of different groups. They will be presented with details in Section 4.4.

4. Trust- and Clustering-Based Authentication Service

This section covers the detailed operations of the trust- and clustering-based authentication service proposed. It includes a description of the clustering-based structure maintenance, public key certification, identification and isolation of malicious and colluding nodes, and trust value update.

4.1 Clustering-Based Structure Maintenance

As mentioned in the previous section, the Max-Min D-cluster formation algorithm will be run when a network forms.

Unfortunately, this algorithm forms clusters of widely differing size. It is beneficial to the performance and security of the network if clusters of similar size can be formed. With similar number of members in the clusters, the workload on the clusterheads to maintain their own clusters is evenly distributed. Also, this helps to limit the physical size of the clusters, which enhances the nodes’ ability to monitor their neighboring (see Section 4.3). Furthermore, it ensures the cluster can provide enough introducing nodes. However, the clusters formed by this algorithm are not in balance sizes. In the meantime, balance clustering structure benefits to the performance and the security of the network. With similar number of members in the clusters, the clusterheads share almost similar workload to maintain their own clusters. Also, it avoids nodes from crowding in the same cluster, which may reduce the neighboring monitoring power due to the large node distances. Furthermore, it prevents the cluster from not providing enough number of introducing nodes.

The mobile nature of host in ad hoc network has to be handled property. The wireless devices leave one cluster and join another frequently in a highly mobile environment. We handle the changes of membership among the clusters and maintain a balanced clustering structure as follows.

Each node requests the cluster ID and cluster size of its neighboring nodes periodically in order to identify its neighboring clusters. In each cycle, each node broadcasts this request to its neighboring nodes and collects the replies. Algorithm 1 shows that a node joins the smallest neighboring cluster only if it moves out of range of the original cluster or the sizes of the neighboring clusters are not within a certain range. A clusterhead includes the cluster information, such as the cluster size, when it sends control messages to its cluster members. We define two parameters $S$ and $L$ which to represent the minimum and maximum permissible cluster size in the network. If the size of a neighboring cluster is outside this ranges, the node will leave its original cluster and join the smaller neighboring cluster even if it still receives the original cluster’s ID. Figure 2 shows that this algorithm enables the network to maintain a balanced structure in a network with 40 nodes.

Algorithm 1 Clustering Structure Maintenance

```plaintext
for each cycle do
    for each node $n$ do
        $v_n \rightarrow v_{neighbor} : \langle v_n, \text{REQ}_{\text{ClusterID}} \rangle$
        $v_{neighbor} \rightarrow v_n : \langle v_n, v_{neighbor}, \text{ClusterID}_{neighbor} \rangle$
        if $\text{ClusterID}_{n} \neq \forall \text{ClusterID}_{neighbor}$ or $\exists (S \leq \text{size of ClusterID}_{neighbor} < L)$ then
            $\text{min}_{size} = \text{size of ClusterID}_{neighbor}$
            $\text{min}_{cluster} = \text{ClusterID}_{neighbor}$
            for $\forall \text{ClusterID}_{neighbor}$ do
                if $\text{min}_{size} \leq \text{size of ClusterID}_{neighbor}$ then
                    $\text{min}_{size} = \text{size of ClusterID}_{neighbor}$
                    $\text{min}_{cluster} = \text{ClusterID}_{neighbor}$
                end if
            end for
            Joins the $\text{min}_{cluster}$
        end if
    end for
end for
```

4.2 Public Key Certification

Authentication in our network relies on the public key certificates signed by some trustable nodes. Let $s$ be the node requesting for the public key of a target node $t$. Node $s$ has to ask for public key certificates signed by some introducing nodes, $i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_n$, as shown in Figure 3(a). Every node is able to request for the public key certificates...
of other new nodes. However, nodes in the same cluster are assumed to know each other by means of their mutual monitoring components. Given the above assumptions, we focus on public key certification in the case that where \( s \) and \( t \) belong to different groups. Nodes which are in the same cluster as \( t \) and have already built up a trust relationship with \( s \) can be introducers. The requesting node \( s \) selects a certain number \( n \) of nodes with the highest trust values as introducers and sends them request messages. The introducers \( i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_n \), will reply with the public key of the target node \( t \) after receiving the messages. Apart from the public key of \( t \), they supply the trust value of \( t \) as well. These values from \( i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_n \), will be used to calculate the final trust value of \( t \) in \( s \) when all the reply messages are received. The reply message should be signed with the introducers’ private keys to make the certificate valid.

Algorithm 2 shows the procedure for requesting the public key certificates of a target node. In this algorithm, node \( v_i \) is requesting the public key certificates of node \( v_j \). Let us assure that node \( v_i \) belongs to cluster \( CLUST_A \) and node \( v_j \) belongs to cluster \( CLUST_B \). Before sending out the request message, node \( v_i \) first checks whether it is in the same cluster as \( v_j \). If it is, it sends the request message to its neighboring nodes, assuring that some of its neighboring nodes have built up a direct trust relationship with \( v_j \). After receiving the reply messages, \( v_i \) stores the public key and updates the trust value by averaging the received values. Nodes are assured to be able to discover any malicious nodes in their own cluster (see Section 4.3), so the neighboring nodes that they are communicating with are always trustworthy. On the other hand, if \( v_i \) and \( v_j \) are in different clusters, then the problem becomes more complicated. Node \( v_i \) has to select some trustworthy nodes in the target cluster to be the introducing nodes, or so-called introducers. They are nodes in the same cluster as \( v_j \), for which \( v_i \) has high trust values. In a similar way to the previous case, \( v_i \) sends the request message to the introducers and waits for the replies. However, it is possible for the introducers to be malicious, and for \( v_i \) to have not yet discovered this by direct monitoring due to the long distance between \( v_i \) and the introducers. Therefore, a voting procedure will be carried out to conclude the correct public key of the target node by majority vote.

Algorithm 2 Request for Public Key Certificates

Define \( v_i \) as a node with the node ID, \( i; V_{k,j} \) as the trust value from \( v_k \) to \( v_j \); and \( PK_j \) as the public key of \( v_j \). Given \( v_i \) belongs to \( CLUST_A \) and \( v_j \) belongs to \( CLUST_B \). A node \( v_i \) requests for the public key certificate of a node \( v_j \):

\[
\text{if } (CLUST_A == CLUST_B) \text{ then }
\]

\[
v_i \rightarrow v_k : (v_i, v_j, \text{REQUIRE});
\]

\[
v_k \rightarrow v_i : (v_j, V_{k,j}, PK_j, \ldots)_{SK_{vk}};
\]

\[
v_i \text{ updates } PK_i \text{ and } V_{i,j}.
\]

\[
\text{end if}
\]

4.3 Identification and Isolation of Malicious Nodes

The first method to identify malicious nodes in the same cluster is by direct monitoring of individual nodes. Nodes in a wireless ad hoc network are able to observe the behavior of their 1-hop neighbors directly. This can be done by listening to the traffic via wireless communications using a monitoring facility such as a watchdog [15]. A number of studies [6, 19] have been carried out on detecting and isolating misbehaving nodes in the network through cooperation among the nodes.

The second method to isolate malicious nodes is by identifying suspicious introducers who provide public key certificates different from the others. In each public key certificate request, a node finds more than one introducer in order to obtain multiple reply messages. After decrypting the public key certificates by using the introducers’ public keys, it can read the public key of the target node provided by the introducers. The resulting public key responses should be the same if all the introducers are honestly supplying the correct answer. If some introducers provide a public key of the target node that is different from the others, then these introducers are suspected to be malicious.

In the third method, the requesting node identifies the target node as malicious if the trust values provided from the introducers indicate that. After the requesting node sends
the message asking for the public key of the target node, its introducers reply with the public key certificates. These contain includes not only the ID and public key of the target node, but also the trust value from that particular introducer to the target node. The requesting node can thus summarize the trust value of the target node. If the trust value of the target node is lower than a certain threshold, then the target node is indicated as dishonest.

A malicious node may not only sign an incorrect public key certificate itself but also collude with other malicious nodes to make the false key or trust values more convincing. Colluding nodes are able to sign a false public key of the target node, defame a honest node by providing extremely low trust values, or conspire to introduce a new colluding node by raising its trust values together. To deal with the collusion of nodes, we have some suggestions relating to the process of public key certification.

Given that the maximum number of malicious nodes in a collusion be \( f \) and the number of introducers be \( k \), the number of nodes providing a common public key for the target node should be required to be more than \( f \), such that 
\[
 k \geq f + 1.
\]
If \( k \leq f \), the requesting node has to send request messages to more introducers. After discovering the correct key of the target node, the requesting node will decrease by 0.5 the trust values of introducers who provide a false public key. This prevents them from becoming introducers later. Next, only trust values provided by trustworthy introducers will be analyzed. The requesting node may remove the upper and lower trust value in the range of values supplied by the introducers before calculating the mean and the standard deviation (S.D.). Then, it will filter out the values which differ from the mean by more than 2S.D.. The remaining values will be used to calculate the final trust value of the target node. Finally, the requesting node will increase the trust value of the non-filtered introducers by 0.1, and decrease filtered introducers by 0.3. To make this method more secure, the requesting node may send request to more nodes if the number of non-filtered introducers is less than \( f \). Moreover, isolation messages can be sent if the trust value of a node is found to be less than 0. Nodes that receive isolation messages from a certain number of trustworthy nodes may isolate the suspicious node if it agrees with their evaluation.

### 4.4 Trust Value Update

After filtering out suspicious introducers, the enquiring node obtains the trust values for \( t \) from the remaining introducers \( i_k \). These values can be used to calculate the ultimate trust value \( V_t \) of \( t \) in the view of \( s \) as shown in Figure 3(b).

In this figure, \( s \) denotes the requesting node; \( t \) denotes the target node, whose public key is requested by \( s \). Nodes \( i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_n \) are the introducers that reply to \( s \) with consistent public keys for \( t \). \( V_{s,i_k}, V_{s,i_2}, \ldots, V_{s,i_n} \) denote trust values from \( s \) to the introducers \( i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_n \); while \( V_{i_k,t}, V_{i_2,t}, \ldots, V_{i_n,t} \) denote trust values from the introducers \( i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_n \) to \( t \). Each \( V_{s,i_k} \) and \( V_{i_k,t} \) form a pair to make up a single trust path from \( s \) to \( t \). To compute a new trust relationship, \( V_{s,i_k,t} \) from \( s \) to \( t \) via the intermediate node \( i_k \) on a single path, we apply the following formula:

\[
V_{s,i_k,t} = V_{s,i_k} \odot V_{i_k,t} = 1 - (1 - V_{i_k,t})V_{s,i_k}
\]

This value is composed of the trust values from \( s \) to \( i_k \) and from \( i_k \) to \( t \). The differing trust values on various paths can be used as collective information to compute the ultimate trust value from \( s \) to \( t \) through different introducers. The ultimate value, \( V_{s,i_2,t} \), can be obtained by the following formula:

\[
V_t = 1 - \prod_{k=1}^{n} (1 - V_{s,i_k,t}),
\]

where \( n \) denotes the number of paths.

This value is now inserted into the trust table of \( s \). If \( V_t \) is high, it indicates that \( t \) can be a possible introducer in the future. Apart from the trust value of the target, the trust value of the introducers will also be updated. The trust value of the introducers found to be malicious, will be lowered and they may be isolated as mentioned in section 4.3. In contrast, the requesting node will gradually increase the trust values of introducers that provide correct public key certificates for the target nodes. Finally, a node can further adjust the public keys and trust values after gaining real experiences of using the keys and communicating with the nodes.

### 5. Simulation Results

In this section, we evaluate the security performance of the authentication service proposed in extensive simulation tests.

#### 5.1 Experimental Setup

We implemented our design in the network simulator GloMoSim [21]. Our main objective in the security evaluation is to investigate whether our authentication service provides effective security evaluation results in a public key certification process in the presence of malicious nodes. We imitate the malicious nodes by selecting a certain percentage of the nodes in the network randomly and programming them to reply with false public key certificates. A false public key certificate may contain an incorrect public key or a false trust value for other nodes. Table 1 shows the parameter settings of our experiments. In a cycle, nodes ask
Table 1. Simulation Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network size</td>
<td>1500m x 1500m or 3000m x 3000m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of nodes</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of malicious nodes</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>Random-waypoint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pause time</td>
<td>20s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. speed</td>
<td>10m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-hop</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min. cluster size</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. cluster size</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbor Monitoring</td>
<td>No. of cycles required to identify malicious neighbors 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max. no. of introducers for each request 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max. no. of reply for each request 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of cycles r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simulation time per cycle 110-120s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Possible Cases with 3 Introducers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Success</th>
<th>Failure</th>
<th>Incom-</th>
<th>False-</th>
<th>False-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Not enough Introducers</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>False</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>OOO</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>OOX</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>XXX</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>OXX</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>OX</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>XX</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>No reply</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Rates to No. of Cycles with n=40 and r=100 (a)m=0.3 (b)m=0.7

5.2 Testing the Effectiveness of Neighbor Monitoring

In this experiment, we implement the neighbor monitoring algorithm to identify malicious nodes in the network. When a node stays in the same cluster for a certain period of time, it may be able to detect malicious nodes in its neighborhood. This ability is tested here.

Figure 4(a) shows the experiment result with 40 nodes. 30% of nodes in the network are malicious. Only around 70% of attempts to build a sufficient trust relationship were successful which is as same as the percentage of honest nodes in the network. In addition, nodes in the network do not know each other at the beginning. It takes time to build up the trust relationships among them, so the unreachable rate is high in the first few decades of cycles. The failed rates are improved to 10% according to the two result, which is lower than the proportion of malicious nodes in the network.

Similarly, we simulate a network with 70% of the nodes malicious; this represents a hostile network condition. Figure 4(b) shows that the success rate is around 40%. The failed rate is around 30%, which is lower than the proportion of malicious nodes.

The above experimental results show that the monitoring power of neighboring nodes does not lead to any great improvement in the success rate of public key certifications. This may be because the mobility of the node is too high, so that nodes do not have enough time to detect malicious neighbors. In order to protect the network’s security, it is evidently necessary to rely on other security operations, such as the identification of suspicious nodes via public key certification.

other nodes which cluster they belong to, and update their own cluster membership. They also request the public key certificates of another node in each cycle. The requesting node concludes the correct public key of the target node by majority vote. At the same time, it may identify suspicious introducers who sign incorrect public key certificates.

Table 2 shows all 11 possible cases of public key certification with 3 introducers. We define a public key certification as successful if its conclusion on the public key is correct, fail if its conclusion on the public key is incorrect or cannot be made, unreachable if it has not enough introducers, false-positive if a trustworthy node is wrongly identified as malicious, and false-negative if a malicious node is not detected. Case 0 represents the situation that there are not enough introducers to support this request, so the request message will not be sent. It results in an increased occurrence of the “unreachable” state. In case 1 to case 10, the request messages are sent and various numbers of public key certificates are received from the introducers. The symbol ‘O’ indicates that a correct certificate is received for the target node, while the symbol ‘X’ indicates an incorrect one.
5.3 Testing the Effectiveness of Isolation of Malicious Nodes

To improve the network’s security, we next include the identification of suspicious nodes via public key certification. In this experiment, suspicious nodes will be identified not only by neighbor monitoring, but also by analyzing the public key certificates they supply. Introducers providing certificates different from the majority are identified as suspicious and are excluded from being selected as introducers. There are suspicious nodes in cases 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7 of Table 2. It should be noted that cases 3 and 6 lead to a false positive error, i.e., an honest node may be falsely identified as malicious. Case 9 leads to a false negative result: a single reply cannot be compared with other certificates, so it is always assured to be correct.

Figure 5(a) shows the experiment result with \( n=40, m=0.3 \) and \( r=100 \). The success rate is greatly compared with Figure 4(a), and the failed rate is very low. It indicates that the identification and isolation of suspicious nodes in cases 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7 efficiently reduces the number of malicious introducers. The high successful rate and the low failed rate show that satisfactory authentication occurs in the network. Figure 5(b) shows the result of the same experiment with \( m=0.7 \). In this case, the success rate is too low, between 20% and 30%, although the failed rate is also low. We notice that the unreachable rate is quite high. This is because many of the honest nodes are falsely identified as suspicious and isolated from taking the role of introducers. Hence, in such a hostile environment, there may easily be not enough introducers. This is the major reason for the high unreachable rate and hence the low success rate.

Unlike the previous approach, the requesting node may choose not to disregard suspicious introducers if it doubts trustworthy introducers may still exist. For example, in cases 3 and 6, the node may opt to keep all the suspicious introducers instead of isolating them. This decision will be based on the trust values of the introducers and their past records in public key certification. If this policy is carried out, the false-positive errors brought in cases 3 and 6 are avoided. The drop in the false-positive error rate may prevent some malicious nodes from being isolated immediately.

The effect of applying this policy. Now, Figure 6(a) shows success rate is quite high and the failed rate almost zero after running for 100 cycles. It indicates that the new policy on the acceptance of suspicious nodes gives a satisfactory result in public key certification. However, the success rate in this figure is not as good as that in Figure 5(a). The main reason is that some of the malicious nodes are not isolated in cases 3 and 6, so it takes longer for a node to discover the malicious nodes in the network. When the malicious nodes are not isolated, they may still be selected as introducers and to provide false certificates, which may decrease the success rate. On the other hand, Figure 6(b) shows that, with a network containing 70% malicious nodes, the success rate is greatly improved with the new strategy compared with Figure 5(b). There is also an extremely low failed rate with this policy. This is because keeping honest introducers in cases 3 and 6 provides more choices of introducers for certifications. It effectively decreases the unreachable rate and increases the success rate in the network.

To sum up, the first approach is able to isolate the malicious nodes quickly. On the other hand, the second approach avoids the false-positive errors in the public key certifications, which effectively reduces the unreachable rate, especially in a hostile environment. We may select the isolation strategy according to the current network condition, so as to give a better performance in authentication.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rates</th>
<th>No. of Cycles</th>
<th>Successful Rate</th>
<th>Failed Rate</th>
<th>Unreachable Rate</th>
<th>False-Negative Rate</th>
<th>False-Positive Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>(b)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 5. Rates with \( n=40, r=100, \) and Isolation of Suspicious Nodes in Cases 2, 3, 4, 6, 7  
(a) \( m=0.3 \) (b) \( m=0.7 \)
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Figure 6. Rates with \( n=40, r=100, \) and Isolation of Suspicious Nodes in Cases 2, 4, 7  
(a) \( m=0.3 \) (b) \( m=0.7 \)
In conclusion, we propose a secure, scalable and distributed authentication service that enhances the correctness of public key certification in wireless ad hoc networks in the presence of malicious nodes. We suggest a well-defined trust model and a network model to develop our public key authentication service. The trust model allows nodes to monitor and update trust values for each other in a distributed manner. The network model is clustering-based; this facilitates behavior monitoring and provides high availability for public key certification. Our solution provides security operations, including public key certification, identification and isolation of malicious nodes, and trust value update in a novel way. These operations reduce the chance of a node getting false public keys of other nodes. Extensive experiments have been conducted to evaluate the performance of our solution from the security perspective. A number of metrics, including the success rate, failed rate, unreachable rate, and false-positive and false-negative error rates are evaluated. The neighbor monitoring power and different strategies for the identification and isolation of suspicious nodes are evaluated. The experimental results show the effectiveness of our solution in providing a secure authentication service at various levels of node hostility.
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